Abstract: This study proposes a method of effectively creating mobile virtual reality scenes centered at events for the purpose of providing new experiences in virtual reality environment to users. For this purpose, this paper uses Prim's maze generation algorithm to automatically create maze environments that have different patterns every time and to compute mazes with finite paths. This paper designs a scheme of creating virtual reality scenes based on event-centered mazes to maximize users' tension and immersion. Here, event components that are appropriate for the maze environment are defined and maze patterns are created centered at the event point where events that are appropriate for the maze pattern are automatically created. Finally, the paper analyzes whether the proposed virtual reality scene based on event-centered mazes is helpful in enhancing users' immersion and arousing their interest through diverse experiments.
Introduction
Virtual reality is a technique that enables users to have a reality-like experience by stimulating their visual, tactile, and auditory senses in a virtual environment that is created by the computer. Following the recent advancement of computer graphics techniques and virtual reality hardware devices, various types of virtual reality equipment including HMD (Head Mounted Display), 360 • camera, and leap motion began to disseminate to general users, which consequently preceded active progress of techniques and research in the relevant fields. Such interest in virtual reality is accelerated due to its application in diverse fields, such as games, movies, animation, education, and tourism. Due to the recent advancement of smart devices and low-priced mobile HMD, anyone can now learn and experience simple virtual reality content.
Studies related to virtual reality from the research on the HMD system in the 1960s, which is responsible for transferring visual information that has stereoscopic perception to users in virtual space. They were further developed into studies such as input systems that deliver physical responses generated in the interaction in the virtual world [1] . Afterwards, various studies followed such as the study that provides life-like experience in virtual reality by overcoming spatial restriction and the one that enhances realism of auditory experience. In particular, there are studies that attempt to effectively generate 3D scenes which constitute virtual worlds in a more intuitive structure. The background in virtual space provides a space where users in the virtual space experience motion as if in reality, and it plays a role in leading the situation. Moreover, lively terrain, allocation of props and performance of events can also increase immersion. For this purpose, a number of schemes have been studied and developed that compose virtual scenes in intuitive structures by using languages such as VRML (virtual reality modeling language) and X3D [2] or create realistic virtual space directly by using a city creation engine such as CityEngine [3] . However, virtual reality content on mobile platforms have the potential problem of motion sickness due to delay that is caused by complicated rendering computations. Hence, the number of polygons is sometimes limited to under 500k. As such, mobile platforms have relative limitations in expressible space and scenes compared to PC platforms. A maze is one of the environments that can provide users with new and diverse experience by solving such systematic limitations. While having simpler structure than cities or landscapes, mazes have distinctive characteristics that can enhance users' concentration and immersion. However, if mazes are created in an identical form every time, users will be bored even though other events have a decent structure.
This study proposes a scheme of automatically creating virtual reality scenes every time in mobile platform environments that can enhance users' immersion by using maze generation algorithms. This study defines virtual reality events that are appropriate for the maze environment and designs a scheme for automatic updating of maze scenes centered at the events. The proposed event-centered maze generation scheme has the following two contributions.
• It proposes maze scene generation scheme for the first time that is appropriate for virtual reality environments through 3D prop and maze generation algorithm.
•
It designs events that are appropriate for maze environments in virtual reality and provides a novel environment where users can focus on the maze centered at the events.
Chapter 2 describes research related to the creation of 3D virtual scenes and maze generation algorithms based on virtual reality techniques. Chapter 3 systematically explains the implementation principles of the maze generation algorithm proposed in this study. Chapter 4 describes a scheme of creating event-centered maze scenes that enhances immersion of the virtual reality environment based on maze generation algorithms. Chapter 5 analyzes the impact of the proposed event-centered maze-based virtual scene creation on users' immersion through diverse settings of the immersion environment. Chapter 6 presents conclusions and future research.
Related Works
Studies related to virtual reality stem from the research on HMD systems that Sutherland [1] suggested for the purpose of transferring stereoscopic visual information that is appropriate for the virtual reality environment. Afterwards, studies involving tactile sense system, motion platform, and flight simulation followed aiming at the delivery of physical responses in virtual worlds to users [4, 5] . For the purpose of overcoming the restrictions of limited space depending on HMD, CAVE (Cave automatic virtual environment) has been studied, which enhances immersion by manufacturing a cube space of a certain size and projecting image information that corresponds to the previously computed users' sight on the wall by a projector [6] . Through this, users' behavior range broadened, consequently enhancing their immersion. There are also studies that enhance realism by satisfying users' auditory experience in virtual space through an application of stereo or surround audio [7] .
As for the studies regarding users' tactile sense or physical responses, there were studies that let users directly touch and control virtual objects through data gloves. Some studies implemented liberal movement without spatial restriction by analyzing users' joint information or recognizing movement by using motion capture devices [8, 9] . Laycock et al. [10] conducted research on the improvement of the realism of interaction in the virtual reality through virtual object manipulation and motion simulation. Danieau et al. [11] suggested HapSeat for the simulation of actuating users' head and hand at lower cost. As the spatial restriction is resolved, physical props became an important factor for the recreation of virtual space. From actions such as grabbing a door knob to opening the door or pushing the walls to various physical objects including stairs, switches, wind, and ladders, studies involving interaction with objects are recently under active progress [9] .
As for the means of effectively creating immersive virtual space, methods that use web-based languages such as VRML and WebGL were mainly studied in the 1990s. Clay and Wilhelms [12] suggested a scheme of interactively creating virtual objects by using graphic domains of the system and language. Zeng and Tan [13] devised language interface for 3D scene creation and further developed it in a visually semantic way [14] . Afterwards, engines such as Unity 3D [15] and Unreal [16] emerged following the advancement of computer graphics technique and hardware, enabling users to realistically and efficiently create virtual scenes in intuitive structures. As they support multi-platforms, they provide environments where mobile virtual reality content can also be effectively generated. However, the structure of mazes have a certain pattern different from cities or landscapes. Hence, there are limitations when users attempt to manually create them.
Maze generation algorithms first set sections by cell unit where mazes will be drawn and calculate paths and walls in a recursive structure. Depth first search is one of the most fundamental types of research regarding the creation of mazes. Afterwards, Prim's algorithm, Kruskal's algorithm, and the growing tree algorithm followed. Prim's algorithm [17] creates walls by determining which cell will be generated as mazes and which cells are the neighboring cells based on minimum spanning tree. Kruskal's algorithm generates mazes by listing each path or wall among randomly selected maze cells and allocating storage space in proportion with the maze size to circulate the ordered path [18] . Growing tree algorithm [19] is capable of generating mazes that have different textures. However, there is no research that applies maze generation algorithms to immersive virtual reality content. Hence, this study proposes a scheme of creating event-centered maze-based virtual reality scenes by using maze generation algorithms that can enhance users' immersion.
Maze Generation Algorithm
The most important factor in the creation of virtual reality scenes in maze environments is to eliminate a situation where users fall into infinite paths. When users fall into infinite paths, motion sickness or dizziness can occur. Hence, it is necessary to come up with an algorithm for generating finite mazes. Finite mazes require consideration of the following two key factors. The first is to generate mazes in non-circular structures where only one path can exist from the entrance to the exit. The second is to make sure that blocked walls where users cannot enter are not generated during the process of maze wall generation.
This study uses Prim's algorithm as a means of generating the event-centered finite maze, which is one of the minimum spanning tree algorithms. Here, the minimum spanning tree means a spanning tree that has the lowest cost out of all spanning trees that were created from a random weight graph. When given with a graph as in Figure 1 , trees are calculated from the starting nodes by selecting one of the neighboring nodes that has paths with the lowest costs. When this process is repeated until the tree has n − 1 number of paths, the minimum spanning tree is completed. Here, yellow nodes refer to initial status, red nodes mean starting nodes, and green nodes and green paths are the minimum cost values that are selected in the current step. Applying Prim's algorithm to mazes based on the computation of minimum spanning trees, we can generate finite mazes that have the size that users want. Figure 2 shows the procedure where paths and walls that compose the maze are generated step by step. First, mazes with users' desired size is set by cell unit. Under the assumption that every cell can be a wall, coordinates are stored in cell arrays. Next, starting cells are selected where paths will be generated as in Figure 2a . Mazes are being generated in a way where paths are procedurally generated from the starting cell and walls are built along the path. As shown in Figure 2b , two directions out of four directions surrounding the starting cell are randomly selected to determine the next path. Once the path is determined, walls are created in four directions around the path as in Figure 2c . Here, cells that are already determined as paths or those out of maze areas cannot become walls. As in Figure 2d , yellow cells means walls and green cells means paths that have been generated so far. New paths in the next step is generated by selecting one cell out of the generated walls and penetrating this wall. Hence, walls are generated by first selecting one cell (purple) out of wall cells as in Figure 2e and then selecting the next cell in a forward direction (Figure 2f ). Repeating this process can generate maze patterns as shown in Figure 2g . 
Virtual Reality Scene Based on an Event-Centered Maze
Instead of simply generating maze maps only, this study attempts to create virtual reality scenes that can enhance users' immersion centered at events that are appropriate for maze environments. Hence, we design events that can arouse users' tension and responses in the maze environments and generate mazes centered at these events. We implement input process techniques using game pad controllers so that users can freely move around the maze in the mobile environment. Figure 3 summarizes the creation of virtual reality scenes based on event-centered mazes. This study uses the Unity 3D engine to effectively produce virtual reality content in maze environments under intuitive structures. When using the Unity 3D engine, building integrative environments with the Google VR development tool can be efficient. Hence, it is effective for achieving the purpose of this study, which is to create virtual reality scenes on mobile platforms. 
Design of Events Appropriate for Maze Environment
Before designing an event-centered maze, event factors that can enhance users' immersion and tension as well as are appropriate for the maze environment were formed by dividing into the following three types as shown in Figure 4 : unexpected behavior of living creatures such as animals, instant action of containers, etc., and movement of objects such as rocks. When users encounter objects such as rocks, special effects are added as if glass is broken in front of the users' eyes to reinforce the immersion. Moreover, letting the users hear the corresponding sounds for the event can maximize tension in the maze environment.
Creation of Event-Centered Maze Space
The purpose of creating virtual reality scenes in maze environments by using maze generation algorithms is to provide users with new maze scenes every time. Mazes in identical patterns can rapidly decrease the interest of content as the escape paths are exposed during the repeated use of the contents. Similarly, event location should be set according to the newly generated maze patterns. Users should be able to pass the path where events are set and events that are appropriate for the maze pattern around the event should be given. Hence, we design a scheme of creating event-centered maze space by considering the three points above.
The first is a scheme of dynamically creating event locations that fit the maze pattern. When mazes are generated in sizes that users determine, we are unaware of which one of the walls or paths will be created at a point that we attempt to develop events since maze patterns differ every time. Hence, cell points where events will occur should be excluded from the wall creation condition so that they will be unconditionally become paths instead of candidates for walls that were set in Figure 2c . When event points are randomly determined in maze cell space that has a designated size as in Figure 5a , walls do not develop in the appointed locations, as shown in Figure 5b . Here, one problem is that walls can be possibly generated in four directions around the event cell, although walls do not occur in event cells. These kinds of results can lose meaning as users cannot reach the event cell. Hence, once an event-centered maze is created as shown in Figure 5 , paths should be created in up-and-down or left-and-right directions through four-direction tests around the event cell. This is presented in Figure 6 . Furthermore, Algorithm 1 outlines the automatic creation method of the designed event-centered maze space considering these problems. Once the event-centered maze pattern is automatically generated, one event out of the three defined event factors is automatically given to the event cell. Here, event setting that fits the maze pattern is necessary because of the difference of characteristics of each event component. Living creatures such as animals and insects should be able to unpredictably dash toward users from anywhere. In the case of objects such as rocks, a road over a certain distance in a single path should be prepared so that users can actually feel as if the rock is rolling toward them, which enhances tension. In the case of an action where a container suddenly appears, a single path is necessary. Only then can users encounter the event without missing. Here, short distance do not matter. Events that fit the maze pattern should be set by considering all of these processes. Algorithm 2 describes the setting.
Algorithm 2 Automatic setting of events appropriate for the maze pattern. event settings of object movement at p event .
10:
else 11: event settings of instant action at p event .
12: end if 13: end if 14: end procedure Through this process, users will not miss events during their escape from the maze and they can experience events that match the maze pattern, which ultimately increases their immersion.
Input Processing Technique
In this study, mobile HMD was used for transferring visual information that has stereoscopic perception when creating maze-based virtual reality scenes on mobile platforms. In the case of mobile platforms, the mobile device is attached to an HMD for operation, and, as a result, there are restrictions in the input process. Hence, we used a game pad controller, which is generally used for gaze or console games. This study uses simple but accurate and convenient game pad controllers as an input process technique for the provision of liberal movement of users in maze environments by relieving the spatial restriction. When using the input process technique, it is important to match the controller keys with motions for maze escape. Hence, the input process was implemented by matching the input property of the Unity 3D engine with the controller (Figure 7 ). 
Experimental Results and Analysis
We used Unity 3D (Unity 5.3.4f1, Unity Technologies, San Francisco, CA, USA, 2016), and the Google VR development tool (gvr-unity-sdk, Google, Mountain View, CA, USA, 2016) for the creation of maze-based virtual reality scenes and implementation of virtual reality techniques. The PC environment used in the experiment has built-in Intel R core tm i5-4690, 8 GB RAM, Geforce GTX 960 GPU. Here, an Xbox360 Controller (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA, 2010) was used for the input process.
The experiments consist of a process that checks whether the virtual reality scene is effectively created centered at events by using the proposed scheme and analyzes whether the event-centered maze environment helps enhance users' immersion. First, we check the results of the proposed virtual reality scene based on an event-centered maze. In Figure 8 , a maze scene is created by using a wall prop centered at the event creation point in the virtual reality environment on a mobile platform. Users starts at the center of the maze and automatically escape it if they arrive at one of the four end points in the upper left, upper right, lower left, and lower right corner. Users experience events that are set to happen during the escape process from the maze through game pad controllers and head tracking. Here, it is particularly important to carefully consider the refresh rate and fps in the case of virtual reality content on a mobile platform. The proposed virtual reality scene has a total of 14k size and fps does not exceed 75 during the contents process. This makes sure that users will not experience delay due to hardware problems. Figure 9 describes specific progress of the maze scene that was created centered at events. As users explore the maze and proceed toward the exit, the event takes place when they arrive at a certain distance from the event occurrence point. This study implemented events by dividing into three types in a structure appropriate for a maze environment. One of the most important purposes of the proposed scheme of creating maze-based virtual reality scenes is to automatically generate mazes with various patterns every time. Once the users define desired maze size and the number of events, event location is randomly determined where the pattern is automatically generated according to the maze size. In Figure 10 , we can see that various maze patterns are automatically generated according to the size defined by the users. In addition, the time for automatically generating a maze pattern using the proposed algorithm according to the maze size was measured and verified. The results are outlined in Table 1 . The average maze map generation time was 74.6 ms for the 15 × 15 maze size in Figure 10a and 136 ms for the 23 × 23 maze size in Figure 10b . These generation times were reasonable for using the proposed algorithm for virtual reality content of mobile platforms, which requires consideration of capacity and operation time. (Figure 10b) 136.0 ms Next, we conduct an experiment on the impact of maze-based virtual reality scenes on the actual immersion of users and analyze the results. The experiment progressed with a survey by dividing positive factors of the maze-type virtual space from the aspect of immersion and negative factors from the aspect of motion sickness due to dizziness. A total of ten participants between the ages of 21 and 30 were randomly selected for the survey. Figure 11 shows the experience environment that was composed for the experiment of immersion into the maze in the implemented content. In particular, setting dark light as in Figure 11c is helpful to maximize the tension in the maze environment and immersion into the proposed events. Hence, we composed scenes of the creation results and conducted experiments by inducing users' sight with spot light only in the dark background overall as shown in Figure 8 . Participants in the experiment responded to the survey in the following two question domains: the appropriateness of the maze environment for the immersive virtual reality content and the impact of the proposed event factors on immersion. Users responded to all questions with a score between 1 and 5. Figure 12 shows the experiment results of the appropriateness of the proposed maze-type virtual reality scene as immersive virtual reality content. All the participants replied positively, where the satisfaction score regarding immersion was as high as 4.4 on average. Hence, we could confirm that virtual reality content that uses mazes can provide new directions for enhancing immersion. The final one is a comparison experiment of immersion of the events proposed in this study. As this study creates mazes centered at events rather than using simple maze patterns, the existence of events is a critical factor. Figure 13 presents the results of the comparison experiment. Comparing the immersion with or without events, the immersion score was 2.4 without events and 4.2 with event application. This implies that applying events is very helpful in increasing immersion. Here, the score is a relative value that compares the immersion according to the existence of events. We could see that the virtual reality scene using an event-centered maze proposed in this study is appropriate for the users' experience of content with strong immersion. Here, we believe that allocating event factors that users can properly respond to will maximize the immersion of the maze environment, compared to the case of the virtual space that is composed of only mazes. If one can make diverse plans of events that match the maze environment according to the goals of the contents based on this, new types of mobile virtual reality content can be produced.
Conclusions
This study proposed an event-centered maze generation scheme for creating new virtual reality scenes in mobile environments. Among the maze generation algorithms with finite paths, we analyzed Prim's algorithm to create a 3D virtual reality maze environment. In addition to this, we designed a scheme of creating virtual reality scenes based on event-centered mazes that can maximize users' immersion when they experience the maze environment. We first designed event factors appropriate for the maze environment by dividing them into three and assigned the locations where the events would be created. Then, the maze was made to be automatically created according to the event. Here, problems that can occur involving the event setting location were resolved and wall patterns around the event cell location were tested to automatically allocate the appropriate events. Through this process, we made sure that users necessarily pass the event location during escape, increasing the immersion by responding to the event. The study conducted a survey to check whether the proposed maze-type virtual reality scene can provide users with immersive experience. In survey results, a large number of users replied that virtual reality content using mazes provided immersion. Moreover, the study conducted a survey asking whether the allocation of events appropriate for the proposed maze environment was helpful in inducing tension and immersion of the users in their escape process. The survey results also indicated higher immersion of the event-centered mazes compared to ordinary mazes.
This study created virtual reality scenes by applying maze generation algorithm to 3D props. The outcome has limitations in that relatively simple scenes created as props were simplified due to the restrictions of the mobile platform. We plan to conduct research on the creation of realistic maze terrain landscapes in the future by expanding to PC platforms and matching the maze generation algorithms with 3D terrain. Further research is planned on the method of instant generation of a maze pattern that is appropriate for the present position in line with the situation, rather than instant generation of a perfectly complex maze, as a method of improving performance with the limited hardware resources of the mobile environment. While this study used game pads as the input process technique, which was mainly used for mobile virtual reality content, we plan to incorporate input process techniques such as leap motion in the future aiming at contents controlled with strong immersion.
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